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The Conscious Awakening: The American artist Carolyn Speranza got a better life when she began meditating and is now at the beginning of a big project to
make meditation known in the USA
I sat in the chapel, and suddenly it happened. I became aware of a great feeling of love streaming through me. That was bigger than everything and anything
I had ever experienced , bigger than Jesus Christ , bigger than any philosopher that has ever existed. It was only me and that enormous love that filled me. I
thought, it must be, what everybody talks about. It must be God´s love that was streaming through me.

Susan Veraldi remembers the first time when she had a big experience with meditation. It was in the beginning of 1990’s, when she sat on a church bench of a
chapel in California. This experience changed her life. She had tried everything, anything that was worth to try: sex, drugs, alcohol and rock and roll. But
there was still something missing. And that she found in meditation. Today, the meditating Susan Veraldi operates a hair salon in Pittsburgh, PA, USA. She
meditates one hour every morning and evening and she feels the inner peace and tranquility than she has never felt before.
Susan Veraldi is one of the participants of the big meditation project in Pittsburgh that has attracted the local people at a higher degree. The project was
initiated by the artist Carolyn Speranza, who over many years suffered from Psoriasis, allergies and winter depression. In 1997 she came to the point when she
could not bear/stand/ her own body anymore. A friend directed her to a chiropractor, who instructed her to change her diet, and to begin with yoga and
meditation. Carolyn Speranza was not really believing in alternative medicine, she comes from a family which is atheistic and believes only in traditional
medicine. But Carolyn had no other choice and therefore followed the chiropractor’s guidance. After a few months, she began to notice results. She no longer
had blood sugar swings which she had before. Her humor began to improve and for the first time in 20 years, she had no winter depression. Her skin disease
Psoriasis also improved.
I felt as if I had received life back again. This was the biggest change/transformation of my life, said Carolyn Speranza. But for Carolyn Speranza that was not
enough, having the experience only for herself. The experience was so overwhelming, that she wanted to share it with other people. And because she is an
artist, she wanted to transmit this experience through her artistic work. She applied for grants to make a film, in which different people would talk about their
experiences with meditation. It was important to me, to show everyday peoples’ experiences with meditation, so that others also get to want to try to do it.
In 2002, she received a grant and got together with a local film studio to realize her project. She introduced a series of workshops, where local Pittsburgh
people could come and try out meditation. She invited experts who came and demonstrated different kinds of meditation: Christian meditation, meditative
yoga and breathing techniques. They tried these difference types of meditation and after each workshop; participants shared what they had experienced in an
open dialogue. All in all, 750 interested people showed up. And they were all different: old ones, young ones, Muslims, transsexuals and people from India.
We accomplished getting people in, from very diverse backgrounds.
The different workshops were available for people who already had experience with meditation and for those who had no experience. Carolyn Speranza got
messages about how people felt with meditation. In general they experienced inner calmness, an inner peace, and clarity like they never felt before. Some
said that they saw blue light or a star, others experienced that they became one with nature and the earth, that they felt a connection between everything and
they could communicate with everything that was bigger than themselves.
As the different workshops came an end, Carolyn Speranza chose the people who were to contribute to the film and began the task. The film premiered in
March 2003 and in connection with it, she organized a symposium in which participated several scientific experts who have examined the effects of
meditation on health. Some people trust researchers but not artists like me. Therefore it was important to bring in a scientific point of view, said Speranza.
Today Carolyn Speranza made meditation her life project. She herself meditates 20 to 30 minutes every day and she decided that her future work as an artist
should revolve around meditation.
She hopes to make a progress in the world health by teaching the people to meditate. She would like to redefine what one understands as “global health” and
she wants to put the emphasis on the connection between body and soul. The search for grants for a new film project has already been started. This will
describe the transformation that people who meditate, experience. Accurately, like the artist experienced it herself, when she began meditating. And of course,
the new project will involve the local population, again.

